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A Declaration

We do not fight against any creed, any religion.

We do not fight against any form of government.

We do not fight against any social class.

We do not fight against any nation or civilisation.

We are fighting division, unconsciousness,
ignorance, inertia and falsehood.

We are endeavouring to establish upon earth
union, knowledge, consciousness, Truth, and we fight
whatever opposes the advent of this new creation of

Light, Peace, Truth and Love.

 –  The Mother

(Collected works of the Mother, Vol. 13, pp. 124-25)
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Sri Aurobindo’s 150th birth anniversary celebrations and
the 75th anniversary of  India’s Independence are underway
through the great national and global changes happening across
India and the world. These changes contain in them the seeds
of the progressive realization of the five dreams of Sri
Aurobindo for India and the world.

We have made tremendous advances in science and
technology, economy and politics and across our cultural
systems. We have also complimented these changes with a
revival of  our cultural values. Yet, despite this immense material
progress, our spiritual journey – as envisioned by Sri Aurobindo
– is still at a nascent stage. Presently, we are at a stage where,
due to our rapidly precipitating voracious material appetite, we
are facing insurmountable obstacles that will determine our
collective future. For, our material advancements in all fields
are now being confronted by deeper challenges in the form of
environmental crisis and unsustainability of the present
economic system, which is leading to greater psychological
suffering which “money” and the so-called “development”
cannot address. These challenges force us to rethink the
selfishness inherent in the utilitarian foundations of our entire
present systems. Their failure also opens a space for the
searching humanity to turn towards its deeper self and begin
the transition to the next level of human evolution through
the spiritual path.
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At the momentous hour of  India’s Independence, Sri
Aurobindo had enunciated his five dreams for the future of
India and the world. Sri Aurobindo had thus written:

“August 15th, 1947 is the birthday of  free India. It marks
for her the end of an old era, the beginning of a new age. But
we can also make it by our life and acts as a free nation an
important date in a new age opening for the whole world, for
the political, social, cultural and spiritual future of  humanity.

August 15th is my own birthday and it is naturally gratifying
to me that it should have assumed this vast significance. I take
this coincidence, not as a fortuitous accident, but as the sanction
and seal of  the Divine Force that guides my steps on the work
with which I began life, the beginning of  its full fruition. Indeed,
on this day I can watch almost all the world-movements which
I hoped to see fulfilled in my lifetime, though then they looked
like impracticable dreams, arriving at fruition or on their way
to achievement. In all these movements free India may well
play a large part and take a leading position.

The first of  these dreams was a revolutionary movement
which would create a free and united India. India today is free
but she has not achieved unity. At one moment it almost seemed
as if  in the very act of  liberation she would fall back into the
chaos of separate States which preceded the British conquest.
But fortunately it now seems probable that this danger will be
averted and a large and powerful, though not yet a complete
union will be established. Also, the wisely drastic policy of
the Constituent Assembly has made it probable that the problem
of the depressed classes will be solved without schism or
fissure. But the old communal division into Hindus and Muslims
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seems now to have hardened into a permanent political division
of  the country. It is to be hoped that this settled fact will not
be accepted as settled for ever or as anything more than a
temporary expedient. For if  it lasts, India may be seriously
weakened, even crippled: civil strife may remain always
possible, possible even a new invasion and foreign conquest.
India’s internal development and prosperity may be impeded,
her position among the nations weakened, her destiny impaired
or even frustrated. This must not be; the partition must go. Let
us hope that that may come about naturally, by an increasing
recognition of the necessity not only of peace and concord
but of common action, by the practice of common action and
the creation of means for that purpose. In this way unity may
finally come about under whatever form – the exact form may
have a pragmatic but not a fundamental importance. But by
whatever means, in whatever way, the division must go; unity
must and will be achieved, for it is necessary for the greatness
of  India’s future.

Another dream was for the resurgence and liberation of
the peoples of Asia and her return to her great role in the
progress of human civilisation. Asia has arisen; large parts are
now quite free or are at this moment being liberated: its other
still subject or partly subject parts are moving through whatever
struggles towards freedom. Only a little has to be done and
that will be done today or tomorrow. There India has her part
to play and has begun to play it with an energy and ability
which already indicate the measure of her possibilities and the
place she can take in the council of  the nations.

The third dream was a world-union forming the outer basis
of a fairer, brighter and nobler life for all mankind. That
unification of the human world is under way; there is an
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imperfect initiation organised but struggling against tremendous
difficulties. But the momentum is there and it must inevitably
increase and conquer. Here too India has begun to play a
prominent part and, if she can develop that larger statesmanship
which is not limited by the present facts and immediate
possibilities but looks into the future and brings it nearer, her
presence may make all the difference between a slow and
timid and a bold and swift development. A catastrophe may
intervene and interrupt or destroy what is being done, but
even then the final result is sure. For unification is a necessity
of Nature, an inevitable movement. Its necessity for the nations
is also clear, for without it the freedom of the small nations
may be at any moment in peril and the life even of the large
and powerful nations insecure. The unification is therefore to
the interests of all, and only human imbecility and stupid
selfishness can prevent it; but these cannot stand for ever
against the necessity of Nature and the Divine Will. But an
outward basis is not enough; there must grow up an international
spirit and outlook, international forms and institutions must
appear, perhaps such developments as dual or multilateral
citizenship, willed interchange or voluntary fusion of  cultures.
Nationalism will have fulfilled itself and lost its militancy and
would no longer find these things incompatible with self-
preservation and the integrality of  its outlook. A new spirit of
oneness will take hold of the human race.

Another dream, the spiritual gift of India to the world has
already begun. India’s spirituality is entering Europe and America
in an ever increasing measure. That movement will grow; amid
the disasters of the time more and more eyes are turning towards
her with hope and there is even an increasing resort not only
to her teachings, but to her psychic and spiritual practice.
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The final dream was a step in evolution which would raise
man to a higher and larger consciousness and begin the solution
of the problems which have perplexed and vexed him since
he first began to think and to dream of individual perfection
and a perfect society. This is still a personal hope and an idea,
an ideal which has begun to take hold both in India and in the
West on forward-looking minds. The difficulties in the way are
more formidable than in any other field of  endeavour, but
difficulties were made to be overcome and if the Supreme
Will is there, they will be overcome. Here too, if  this evolution
is to take place, since it must proceed through a growth of the
spirit and the inner consciousness, the initiative can come from
India and, although the scope must be universal, the central
movement may be hers.

Such is the content which I put into this date of  India’s
liberation; whether or how far this hope will be justified depends
upon the new and free India.” (CWSA 36, 2006, pp. 474-477).
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In light of  the five dreams of  Sri Aurobindo, the present
state of India and the world needs to be understood. Over the
course of  75 years of  India’s Independence, both India and
the world have witnessed a vast magnitude of changes in
different fields of life. In India, in the last eight years alone,
the face of  our economy and politics, society and culture,
religion and scientific advancement have undergone significant
changes. We have emerged out of  the shell of  self-recoil to
which we would often take recourse. Today, we stand as a
proud nation, which, as the Prime Minister aptly pointed out in
his Independence Day speech, does not need certificates from
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the world. Our national life has become more dynamic
externally, while internally we have been compelled to think
better and aim higher by a resurgent wave of cultural and
religious nationalism pervading the country.

If we look at the five dreams of Sri Aurobindo in this light,
then they are either fulfilled or are on the course of being
fulfilled.

First, a free and united India was created through a
revolutionary freedom struggle. Although the country was
united only in the sense that serious divisions of separate states
could not threaten to break away from the nation, for the
politics of  the country – thriving on dividing the country along
religious and caste lines – would not allow a comprehensive
unity to take place. The majority community (the Hindus) has
itself  remained highly divided over the last many decades,
especially along caste lines and communal lines under the
delusional garb of secularism. This has done much damage to
the collective psyche. The country and its leaders failed to
realize that unless the majority community stands strong and
united there can be no national unity and respect from other
nations or communities. Indeed, the weakness of  the Hindus
and their attempts to appease other religions has been at the
heart of  the Hindu-Muslim divide. Over the last eight years,
we have seen some changes in a positive direction, as the
nationalist Hindu resurgence has been spreading.

Second, the resurgence of Asia is still unfolding, with
countries like India and China leading the way. Asian countries
have been trying to evolve modern political systems and
societies which are different from the West. Instead of  blindly
following the western form of  individualistic democracy, where
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every person lives for himself  and pursues his own selfish
interests, Asian societies, true to their national genius, continue
to be communal in nature. Asia is also emerging as the key
centre of  global affairs in less than a century after
decolonization. It has become the hub of global trade, political
power and thriving vitality, overshadowing Europe entirely in
importance. India has in some ways, since Independence, focused
less on the material aspects of foreign policy and more on the
civilizational connections, even willing to bear material costs in
doing so.

Outwardly, our foreign engagement with Asia has varied –
and mostly lacked – in dynamism, which is now changing. While
immediately after Independence, India led the Asian countries
at global forums, this dynamism began to dilute in the post-
Nehru era, especially when Indian foreign policy became
ensnared with Communist Russia, due to the need to handle
challenges from Pakistan and China and other neighbourhood
problems. India preferred to look inward, focus on its own
challenges and on its economy and preferred to maintain non-
alignment in world politics. It is only in recent times that a true
dynamism and vitality is once again visible in Indian foreign
policy. Modi is the only Prime Minister who has not attended a
single summit of the archaic Non-Aligned Movement. Indeed,
now India prefers to describe itself as an independent power,
and one that is shedding its inhibitions. It is as part of  this
dynamism that India has once again begun to engage with the
rest of Asia.

Third, an incipient world-union has been visible since the
end of  the Second World War. Institutions like United Nations
and various regional organizations have endured, although they
are mainly toothless. We are nowhere near a true world union
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politically, for, that would be impossible without a strong
expression of  the spirit which alone can have the true uniting
power by overriding the protective, narrow instinct of
nationalism. However, we have achieved at least some measure
of  unity. This became evident when the testing times came
upon us in the form of  the recent Russia-Ukraine war. The
war itself  was an unprecedented event in the aftermath of  the
Second World War – a blatant attack on not just Ukraine, but
on the very principle of  nationalism and a civilised world order.
It was only the united will of the world that prevented Russia
from succeeding in its evil design. This shows that we may not
truly have a world-union yet, but we have achieved certain
measure of unity and international conscience.

Fourth, the gift of  India’s spirituality to the world is spreading
in a very subtle way. It is a process that has been humbly
going on for decades, but now with India reawakening to its
nationalist spirit and assuming a place of power and importance
in world affairs, this gift becomes even more significant. The
appeal of Hindu culture and yogic practices have spread across
the whole Globe, especially among Western nations. The power
of the devotional cult of Krishna has penetrated even the
Islamic countries in the neighbourhood. All this is a part of
the larger movement of  the awakening of  Sanatana Dharma.

Finally, humanity is now facing its greatest challenges which
have no solution except a spiritual one. Although Sri Aurobindo
called this evolution of mankind to a higher level of
consciousness a ‘personal hope and an idea’, yet its inevitability
is now before us. We are facing a crisis in all spheres of  life.
Our physical environment, food, water and air have become
insufferable, we are under constant emergencies and siege of
disease and ill-health, our outer systems and institutions have
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failed to deliver, and we are facing as individuals and societies,
intense psychological distress and perversion. Our technological
advancement has only further buttressed this process. Instead
of being a messiah that humanity saw in it, Science has become
a handmaiden of our baser instincts and desires which hasten
us on the way to our own demise.

This present state of affairs leaves us with little choice but
to aspire to a life that can carry us to a higher level of
consciousness and eventually to a higher level of human
evolution itself. Sri Aurobindo and the Mother had spoken of
the latter as the state of the Supramental, where one of the
main characteristics would be the transition from mental-rational
human to a superhuman and divine spiritual mechanism. India,
amongst all the nations on this earth, with her gift of innate
spirituality, is best positioned to initiate this transition. However,
India herself has gone through – and is still going through –
and will have to go through much grind, to bring out her future
possibilities.
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With the coming of  the British in the eighteenth century,
India progressively moved – very slowly in the beginning –
towards the monstrous artificial organisation of the bureaucratic
and industrial State. In the decades after Independence in 1947,
it culminated in the creation of a huge and intricate web of
economic, political, educational, legal, judicial and
administrative set up run by a corrupt and inefficient
bureaucratic machinery of  the Central, State and Local
governments. The action of  all these seems to have replaced
or at least thoroughly restricted the action of the traditional
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web of  Dharma which while accommodating the spontaneous
principle of life – not subjecting it (the life-being) to the
constructed mental ideals as in the West – subjected it to a
lofty idealism received by Indian mind (not constructed by
itself) through the illuminations, inspirations and higher
experiences of the spirit. This resulted in a greater, freer and
loftier play of the powers of life because of the elevating
influence of  the greater controlling power. The post-
independence elected governments – enamoured of the ideal
of democratic socialism – attempted to control the life and
thinking of the people to push them in this direction. But all
such attempts failed because of the gift of a special genius
with which Nature has endowed all Indians; the genius for
spontaneously organising the necessary machinery for an
unbridled pursuit of  life’s instincts and intuitions against any
external control. The enactment of more and more elaborate
law and rules and construction of  more novel institutions and
increasingly intricate administrative machinery to regulate the
life and actions of individuals amounted, in effect, – in spite
of  the appearances to the contrary – to no more than an attempt
to plug the round holes by driving square pegs into them. This
left plenty of room on all the four sides of the peg (of external
laws and regulations) for the free play of  life’s ingenuity which
came to be labelled “Corruption” but was, to a certain extent,
a manifestation of  the survival instinct of  the system from
some of the most inept, psychologically untenable and often
even outrightly foolish governmental laws and provisions. As
things stand, even today the attempt of the system to buy its
way out of  the clutches of  the self-serving governmental
bureaucratic machinery accounts for a good proportion of  what
would be legally termed corruption. During the past seven
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decades, the virile survival instinct of  the system – especially
the economic system – always got better of the more and
more elaborate attempts of the government to regulate
(strangulate) it.

The situation on this front at present has become really
ominous with the new tools that the continuing advancements
in IT are going to put in the hands of the governments around
the world. Still, human ingenuity can be expected to outdo –
perhaps with a little longer time lag – the governmental efforts
to regulate it beyond a point. The governments around the
world and, especially, the Modi government in India is so allured
by the IT’s potential – especially for controlling corruption by
leaving less and less room for the play of human craftiness –
that it is trying hard to have the government exercise an
increasingly pervasive control over the functioning of
individuals and institutions with a view to improve the quality
of  their functioning and thus help lead the country towards
the path of  Progress. Even after the bitter experience of  past
one hundred years, humanity, at large, seems to be in no mood
to pay heed to Sri Aurobindo’s warning that no outer machinery
can help it to achieve perfection unless it changes its
consciousness – what one is within that one shall enjoy outside.
No outer machinery can rescue one from the law of  one’s
being. Yet, with the projected advancements in science and
technology the continuing frantic attempts to regulate the life
of individuals and collectivities are likely to reach such
dangerous levels as to prove suicidal for the human race. Even
as it is, the scenario is frightful even in democratic countries
like India. If we take the free play of life in ancient India
under the web of  Dharma as akin to the free flow of  Ganga
then all the novel institutions and the jungle of laws and
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regulations that have sprung up during the pursuit of  the
Western notion of  Vikas are like so many huge drainage pipes
– Courts, Hospitals, Police, Government Departments, Political
Parties, Parliament, Assemblies, Universities, Colleges, and the
epitomes of, what Sri Aurobindo termed, ‘organised selfishness,
cruelty and greed,’ – the Industries and what not. All these are
continuously delivering filth into the incorruptible – but
increasingly scarce and dammed – waters of the Ganga of life.
Anyone who comes into contact (and for the duration he is
bound to remain into contact) with the above mentioned
monuments of modern culture, becomes a lesser person –
comes down into a lower poise of  his normal consciousness
which makes him more self-centered and vulnerable to the
action of the lower forces behind greed, lust and ambition. It
is only due to the all-pervasive and invincible action of  the
Divine Grace that, in spite of the relentless non-stop action
of  the Levers of  Downward-Pull, the country is still in one
piece and even seems to be getting along smoothly in some
areas and in some sense.

In the light of the above discussion, there seems to be,
apparently, no way out of  the present situation as there appears
to be no prospect in sight of any let-up in the continuous
action of the centres of degradation with their built-in tendency
to help and reinforce each other. All the attempts of  the last
seven decades to change and improve the condition seem to
have been either ineffective or have contributed to further
deterioration. Thus, one does not know where to begin and
with what? The Drainage Pipes continue to pour filth and
corrupt the life of  all the individuals while all the “wise people”
keep sitting on the fence helplessly watching the show. It is
truly a dismal scenario.
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Those who pin their hopes on Science and eulogise Western
culture and would like to see India grow into a slightly modified
copy of it feel that the ever growing advances in science and
technology together will somehow or the other – not sure
exactly how – resolve the current difficulties, for nature always
works things out and there is no serious cause for alarm and
fretting, which, those having a predisposition for such things
will always tend do. This is one way of  looking at the present
scenario. On the other hand, those who put their trust in the
religious spirit and traditional values pin their hopes on a return
of the good old days by a replacement of the socio-economic
system and utilitarian spirit of the present materialistic culture
by the traditional Indian culture with its ethical and religious
system and a widespread spirit of  belief  and piety. In their
view, without a return to the enduring and well tested values
and ways of being, there can be no security in blindly treading
into an uncertain future on the heels of  science and technology,
for it can be clearly seen that the present course has been
leading us towards an increasing corruption of  the minds and
hearts of the people.

Among those who are favourably disposed towards a
religious or moral solution, there is a very small number who
have a taste for and an actual experience of  genuine spirituality.
Such a group will tend to see the present crisis as the crisis of
consciousness due to an imbalance between the “inner” and
the “outer” progress. For, “Man has created a system of
civilisation which has become too big for his limited mental
capacity and understanding and his still more limited spiritual
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and moral capacity to utilise and manage, a too dangerous
servant of  his blundering ego and its appetites. For no greater
seeing mind, no intuitive soul of knowledge has yet come to
his surface of consciousness which could make this basic
fullness of life a condition for the free growth of something
that exceeded it. This new fullness of the means of life might
be, by its power for a release from the incessant unsatisfied
stress of  his economic and physical needs, an opportunity for
the full pursuit of other and greater aims surpassing the material
existence, for the discovery of  a higher truth and good and
beauty, for the discovery of  a greater and diviner spirit which
would intervene and use life for a higher perfection of  the
being: but it is being used instead for the multiplication of
new wants and an aggressive expansion of  the collective ego.
At the same time Science has put at his disposal many potencies
of  the universal Force and has made the life of  humanity
materially one; but what uses this universal Force is a little
human individual or communal ego with nothing universal in
its light of  knowledge or its movements, no inner sense or
power which would create in this physical drawing together of
the human world a true life unity, a mental unity or a spiritual
oneness. All that is there is a chaos of  clashing mental ideas,
urges of individual and collective physical want and need,
vital claims and desires, impulses of  an ignorant life-push,
hungers and calls for life satisfaction of  individuals, classes,
nations, a rich fungus of  political and social and economic
nostrums and notions, a hustling medley of  slogans and
panaceas for which men are ready to oppress and be oppressed,
to kill and be killed, to impose them somehow or other by the
immense and too formidable means placed at his disposal, in
the belief that this is his way out to something ideal. The evolution
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of human mind and life must necessarily lead towards an
increasing universality; but on a basis of ego and segmenting
and dividing mind this opening to the universal can only create a
vast pullulation of  unaccorded ideas and impulses, a surge of
enormous powers and desires, a chaotic mass of  unassimilated
and intermixed mental, vital and physical material of  a larger
existence which, because it is not taken up by a creative
harmonising light of  the spirit, must welter in a universalised
confusion and discord out of which it is impossible to build a
greater harmonic life.” (CWSA 22: 1090-91)

In the case of India, in an attempt to have some perspective
on the present “muddle”, one may usefully look upon it as the
result of a conflict between the two opposing currents – a
conflict that has become bitter and acute after Sri Narendra
Modi’s government with a nationalist agenda came to power in
2014. Now, what are the two opposing currents? Sri Bipin
Chandra Pal, writing during the early years of  the last century
on Sri Aurobindo’s genius, most aptly described the two currents
running through the country since the middle of  the nineteenth
century. “One was the current of  Hindu Nationalism – of  the
revived life, culture and ideals of the nation that had lain
dormant for centuries and had been discarded as lower and
primitive by the first batch of  English-educated Hindus,
especially in Bengal. The other was the current of Indo-
Anglicism – the onrushing life, culture and ideals of  the foreign
rulers of  the land, which expressing themselves through British
law and administration on the one side and the new schools
and universities on the other, threatened to swamp and drown
the original culture and character of  the people.” (The Mother
India, January 2020, p. 43). The foreign culture had almost
completely succeeded in doing during the first seven decades
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after Independence what it had been struggling (threatening)
to do during the second half of the nineteenth and the first
half  of  the twentieth century. The nationalist cause found
some support only after the coming of the Modi government
to power in 2014.

However, the Nationalist cause was not altogether without
support during the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.
It received tremendous support from Swami Vivekananda
through his bold and inspiring speeches and from Sri Aurobindo
through his fiery writings in the Bande Mataram. Describing
the prestige and the supreme importance that this paper acquired
during the early years of the Independence Movement, Sri
B.C. Pal wrote, “The Nationalist school was without a daily
English organ. A new paper was started. Aravinda was invited
to join its staff. A joint-stock company was shortly floated to
run it, and Aravinda became one of  the directors. This paper –
“Bande Mataram” – at once secured for itself a recognised
position in Indian journalism. The hand of the master was in it
from the very beginning. Its bold attitude, its vigorous thinking,
its clear ideas, its chaste and powerful diction, its scorching
sarcasm and refined witticism, were unsurpassed by any journal
in the country, either Indian or Anglo-Indian. It at once raised
the tone of  every Bengali paper, and compelled the admiration
of  even hostile Anglo-Indian editors. Morning after morning,
not only Calcutta but the educated community almost in every
part of  the country, eagerly awaited its vigorous
pronouncements on the stirring questions of  the day. It even
forced itself upon the notice of the callous and self-centred
British press. Long extracts from it commenced to be
reproduced week after week even in the exclusive columns of
the “Times” in London. It was a force in the country which
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none dared to ignore, however much they might fear or hate it;
and Aravinda was the leading spirit, the central figure, in the
new journal. The opportunities that were denied him in the
National College he found in the pages of the “Bande
Mataram,” and from a tutor of  a few hundred youths he thus
became the teacher of  a whole nation.” (The Mother India,
January 2020, p. 50)

The other opposing current which reposed its faith on the
Western science and culture was nurtured by the leadership
of the Congress and progressively became, especially after
the Independence under the garb of “Democratic-Socialism”
and “Secularism”, anti-Hindu and anti-National. So enamoured
was Pundit Nehru – the first Prime Minister of  independent
India – of the prospect of being looked upon as an apostle of
Peace and Internationalism that, as a result, his consciousness
got deflected and often the national interest suffered and did
not receive its due. It was never realised that we must first live
as a nation – and that too as a strong nation – before we can
effectively live in humanity and truly serve the international
causes. India’s ages old belief  in “Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam” –
the whole earth as one family – never dissuaded the barbaric
invaders from bringing an unspeakable misery and degradation
through their acts of  rape, plunder and butchery on those
who held such a noble belief and a feeling of kindness and
tolerance for all.

Through it all and all along the British rule in India, sustained
efforts were being made in the country – especially among the
educated classes – to cultivate in the European fashion, the
intellect – which had an array of impressive achievements to
show for itself in the power and prosperity of the imperial
European nations. After the achievement of  Independence in
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1947, for the first time we really got a chance to apply it to our
pressing national problems. In this course we increasingly started
– as was in vogue in Europe – making use of the advice of
experts – initially, and for a long time, either foreigners or
foreign educated Indians – and of the special committees and
Commissions (consisting of such experts) for a settled
understanding and approach to our collective issues and
problems. The result was that, during this process, most of
our leaders, thinkers and policy makers increasingly suffered a
refrigeration of their deeper parts and this left practically no
room in their surface mentality for the expression of these
parts – the intermediaries of  the true sources of  all light,
power and love. Thus, there came to be left less and less
room for the expression of the traditional spiritual genius of
India. The trend for this kind of intellectual culmination must
have been perceived by Sri Aurobindo even during the early
years of  the last century when he wrote, “If  anyone thinks
that we are merely intellectual beings, he is not a Hindu.
Hinduism leaves the glorification of intellectuality to those
who have never seen God. She is commissioned by Him to
speak only of His greatness and majesty and she has so spoken
for thousands of  years. When we first received a European
education, we allowed ourselves to be misled by the light of
science. Science is a light within a limited room, not the sun
which illumines the world. The Apara Vidya is the sum of
science but there is a higher Vidya, a mightier knowledge. When
we are under the influence of the lower knowledge, we imagine
that we are doing everything and try to reason out the situation
we find ourselves in, as if our intellect were sovereign and
omnipotent. But this is an attitude of delusion and Maya.
Whoever has once felt the glory of  God within him can never
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again believe that the intellect is supreme. There is a higher
voice, there is a more unfailing oracle. It is in the heart where
God resides. He works through the brain, but the brain is only
one of  His instruments. Whatever the brain may plan, the
heart knows first and whoever can go beyond the brain to the
heart, will hear the voice of  the Eternal.” (CWSA 7: 891-92)

“There are deeper issues for India herself, since by following
certain tempting directions she may conceivably become a nation
like many others evolving an opulent industry and commerce,
a powerful organisation of social and political life, an immense
military strength, practising power-politics with a high degree
of  success, guarding and extending zealously her gains and
her interests, dominating even a large part of  the world, but in
this apparently magnificent progression forfeiting its Swadharma,
losing its soul. Then ancient India and her spirit might disappear
altogether and we would have only one more nation like the
others and that would be a real gain neither to the world nor to
us. There is a question whether she may prosper more
harmlessly in the outward life yet lose altogether her richly
massed and firmly held spiritual experience and knowledge. It
would be a tragic irony of fate if India were to throw away her
spiritual heritage at the very moment when in the rest of  the
world there is more and more a turning towards her for spiritual
help and a saving Light. This must not and will surely not
happen; but it cannot be said that the danger is not there.”
(CWSA 36: 503-04)

A serious danger was certainly there then and is no less
serious even now. The situation at present is so critical that
even those who represent the Nationalist cause seem to suffer
a great deal from the malady of the intellect. This is quite
understandable because during the last seven decades, three
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generations of Indian students have been subjected to an
increasingly inefficient and utilitarian Indian version of the
English educational system and a huge machinery of  the
government and society which kept on becoming ever more
complex and corrupt. In such a spineless condition of  the
national psyche, what a democratic government can do, even
if it be a nationalist government, is limited by what could be
appreciated or at least understood by the people at large.
However, a broad direction may still be given, and is being
given by the nationalist government under Sri Modi.

TTTTTHEHEHEHEHE F F F F FUTUREUTUREUTUREUTUREUTURE     FROMFROMFROMFROMFROM I I I I INDIANDIANDIANDIANDIA’’’’’SSSSS P P P P PERSPECTIVEERSPECTIVEERSPECTIVEERSPECTIVEERSPECTIVE

“India has become the symbolic representation of all the
difficulties of  modern mankind. India will be the land of  its
resurrection – the resurrection to a higher and truer life”
(CWM 13:368).

As we have seen above, under the given circumstances,
India now faces a choice before herself – a choice between
utilitarian westernization, secularization and emasculation of
our capabilities, or, rediscovering her true self  and spirit and
fulfilling her mission in humanity. Our challenges have
multiplied manifold over the last decade. We have taken many
progressive steps, over the last eight years, that have aided the
process of  national awakening. But with every such step –
especially if it has been a big one like Ram Mandir or changing
the status of Kashmir – the backlash from the enemies within
and outside has also grown. Such backlashes have moved the
government to give in to temptation and avoid the hard way,
but the work must and does go on. The road is still long and
full of  tenacious obstacles, which tend to assume more and
more subtle forms.
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Indeed the situation at present is even more critical than at
any point before; for, even those who champion the nationalist
cause apparently suffer from the malady of the intellect. It is
only by the revival of her deeper consciousness that India can
truly embark upon a new future dawn. As the Mother had
said, “The future of  India is very clear. India is the Guru of
the world. The future structure of  the world depends on India.
India is the living soul. India is incarnating the spiritual
knowledge in the world. The Government of India ought to
recognize the significance of India in this sphere and plan
their action accordingly” (CWM 13: 361).

This was said by the Mother many decades ago, but it is
only now that the government is awakening, a little, to this
reality. From his speeches and approach, it is clear that the
Prime Minister does have some understanding of the necessity
of  India’s revival. But the perspective is not yet clear. The
government has to realize that such a revival, if it is to be
sustainable cannot merely be economic or political or religious
or cultural, but has to be at a deeper spiritual level. We may
have undertaken many desirable actions over the last eight
years, but they tend to be directionless because we, as a
collectivity, remain soulless.

In the future of  India lies the future of  humanity. For, as
Sri Aurobindo had said, “Her [India’s] mission is to point back
humanity to the true source of  human liberty, human equality,
human brotherhood. When man is free in spirit, all other
freedom is at his command; for Free is the Lord who cannot
be bound. When he is liberated from delusion, he perceives
the divine equality of the world which fulfils itself through
love and justice, and this perception transfuses itself into the
law of government and society…When this perception becomes
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the basis of  religion, of  philosophy, of  social speculation and
political aspiration, then will liberty, equality and fraternity take
their place in the structure of  society and the Satya Yuga return.
This is the Asiatic reading of democracy which India must
rediscover for herself before she can give it to the world…It
has been said that democracy is based on the rights of man; it
has been replied that it should rather take its stand on the
duties of  man; but both rights and duties are European ideas.
Dharma is the Indian conception in which rights and duties
lose the artificial antagonism created by a view of the world
which makes selfishness the root of action, and regain their
deep and eternal unity. Dharma is the basis of  democracy
which Asia must recognize, for in this lies he distinction between
the soul of  Asia and the soul of  Europe. Through Dharma
the Asiatic evolution fulfils itself; this is her secret” (CWSA 7:
930-32).

As this Asiatic evolution unfolds itself  in the present times,
the five dreams of Sri Aurobindo are being realized
progressively. The first four dreams have already been realized
or are on the course to being realized. India stands, today, as a
strong, nationalist and united nation, which is discovering her
roots of  Sanatana Dharma. In the process of  getting rid of  the
divisions which assailed her in the past, such as caste and
regional divisions. She is also well on her way to reconciling
the communal problem – the Hindu-Muslim problem – for
which, as Sri Aurobindo had said, the only solution would be
for Hindus to become strong and to ‘organize themselves’,
and that is indispensable for achieving unity with the other
religious communities.

In accordance with Sri Aurobindo’s dream, Asia is also on a
resurgent path. Her nations are not only free but have also
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assumed important role in world affairs overshadowing the
western countries. More importantly, Asian nations continue
to preserve and even revive their ancient culture. China and
India have especially made some progress in this regard. We
have come a long way from when Asia was a playground for
western power politics and exploitation to an Asia that is rapidly
rising.

We have also seen the semblance of  a world-union in its
outer form in recent decades. This union is not only at a weakly
institutional level, but also at a more substantive level, as borne
out by the unity displayed by the world against the Russian
aggression on Ukraine. This union will be further made deeper
only on a spiritual basis. And here Sri Aurobindo’s fourth dream
of  India’s gift of  spirituality to the world assumes utmost
significance. This has happened for centuries as a natural and
inevitable process and a part of  India’s contacts with the world.

While there is scant evidence available in terms of  numbers,
yet the all pervasive process is visible everywhere, especially
in the West. In 2009, American Newsweek magazine ran an
article on religious trends in America. The headline read: WE
ARE ALL HINDUS NOW, with the opening line reading that,
“Recent poll data show that conceptually, at least, we are slowly
becoming more like Hindus and less like traditional Christians
in the ways we think about God, our selves, each other, and
eternity” (Goldberg, 2020). Americans are adopting Indian
systems and practices like yoga, meditation etc. in ever growing
members. In 2018, some conservative estimates by America’s
National Institute of Health showed that over 18 million
Americans meditate and approximately 21 million adults and
1.7 million children practiced yoga regularly (Narayanan, 2018).
Although it remains an underappreciated fact, many Hollywood
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movies too have adopted Hindu ideas. Indeed, the creator of
Star Wars, George Lucas, learned from Joseph Campbell, who
was a student of  Hindu-Vedanta philosophy.

Similarly, Indian spirituality has had a major influence across
Europe, especially in eastern Central and European countries,
spanning Russia, Ukraine, Lithuania, Poland and others. An
edited two-volume work, ‘The Handbook of Hinduism in
Europe’, was the first academic study of Hinduism in all the
countries of Europe, explaining how the religion has spread
across Europe. In eastern Europe the typical development is
an increased support for global Hindu movements, often guru
and meditation oriented, and with ISKCON as an important
player, while in Western Europe it is more of  a temple culture
(University of  Bergen, 2020). Most recently, during the Russia-
Ukraine war, the Hindu spiritual centers run by ISKCON were
in news for providing shelter and food to displaced Ukrainians.
There are around 54 such centers in Ukraine. In Poland, Art
of Living, founded by Sri Sri Ravi Shankar in 1981, was also
helping the refugees. Further, China also hosts yoga centers.
Thus, Indian spirituality has established deep roots across the
world – the movement is not always obvious but is certainly
ubiquitous and is further deepening.

Finally, the ascent of  humanity towards the Supramental –
the final dream of  Sri Aurobindo – is not yet in evidence. We
are still struggling through the dark vital-mental phase of  our
evolution and there is a long way to go. Here we face multiple
challenges – including most prominently of the place of science
and technology – as we are forced to confront our darkest
corners, and it is being questioned if  humanity can survive the
problems faced by it such as war and environment.
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DDDDDEVELOPMENTSEVELOPMENTSEVELOPMENTSEVELOPMENTSEVELOPMENTS     INININININ R R R R RUSSIAUSSIAUSSIAUSSIAUSSIA     ANDANDANDANDAND U U U U UKRAINEKRAINEKRAINEKRAINEKRAINE

In sudden and surprise developments in the course of the
conflict, Ukraine has launched a sustained counter-offensive
to take back its Russia-occupied territories. The Ukrainian
forces’ offensive in Kharkiv region has liberated almost all its
Russian-occupied territory. Ukrainian forces’ Balakliya-
Kupyansk offensive operation (September 6–14) could likely
be treated as the turning point in the all-out Ukrainian-Russian
war – when Ukraine gained the initiative. In approximately one
week, Ukraine liberated more than 8500 square kilometers (km)
of  its sovereign territory in Kharkiv region – much more than
Russia has managed to occupy since mid-April 2022 in that
region. The occupation administration installed by the Russians
there during March 2022 has now been evicted, although a
very large chunk amounting to about 19% of  the Ukrainian
territory (including Crimea) is still under Russian occupation.

Militarily, the Ukrainian offensive showed the speed with
which Ukrainian forces managed to penetrate Russia’s tactical
defense in depth. The offensive stands in stark contrast to
Russian attempts to advance in Donbas since April 2022.
Despite a preponderance of firepower and numerical advantage
in armor, Russian units failed to quickly penetrate Ukraine’s
tactical defense in depth in numerous places, and was unable
to encircle and destroy major Ukrainian groupings or cause
them to flee. In truth, all Russian forces managed to do is
slowly push Ukrainian forces from Popasna, Severodonetsk
and Lysychansk.

 In contrast, in its offensive operation, the Ukrainian side
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recovered most of the lost territories in Kharkiv region.
Ukrainian forces proved to be masters of maneuver warfare
and operational art despite such objective constraints as lack
of  artillery, armor and piloted aviation. Most of  all, the offensive
was a major strategic coup for Kyiv, as successful actions on
the ground debunked the consensus that the Ukrainian-Russian
war will be a protracted stalemate (or a war of attrition) in
which neither side is able to attain key political objectives by
major offensive operations. Armed resistance within the
occupied territory, coupled with Ukrainian army counterattacks
along the front lines, have cornered Moscow.

This military success is further buttressed by the deteriorating
conditions within Russia, regardless of whatever Putin projects
to the world.

Inside Russia, the internal opposition to Putin is growing
and it is coming from the people. A militant anti-Putin
movement is taking shape inside Russia with the blowing up
of  draft centers and sabotage on rail lines. The appearance of
Ilya Ponomarev, a Russian émigré in Ukraine who claims to
represent the Russian National Republican Army and seeks
the support of  all those opposed to the Putin regime to carry
out attacks on it, and other such figures have further
emboldened the anti-Putin movement. Indeed, it is estimated
that not since the 1920s has there been such a large Russian
emigration committed to change at home, with at least some
members prepared to support or even organize violent attacks
on the regime in Moscow. In the aftermath of  the Ukrainian
counter-offensive and Putin’s desperate declarations, around
98000 Russians fled to Kazakhstan.

The deterioration of Russia, on both internal and external
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fronts, has increasingly pushed Putin towards the brink of
madness. After the Ukrainian counter-offensive, Putin began
the large scale mobilization of  reservists and initiated a
referendum in occupied Ukrainian territories of  Donbas,
Luhansk, Zaporizhzhia and Kherson. He also issued the threat
to turn this into a nuclear war and alleged that some of  Western
military supply to Ukraine amounts to declaration of  war. The
referendums have been denounced by the world as stage-
managed by Russia and the initial results announced by Russia
claim that more than 95% of the population in these regions
want to join Moscow. The absurdity of  the claims which have
not been bought by the world.

Nevertheless, recent events have escalated tensions between
Russia and the West. The U.S. has increased its military aid to
Ukraine, approving another USD 12 billion. Energy tensions
are also at an all-time high, as the Nord Stream pipelines
connecting Russian gas supply to Germany via the Baltic Sea
were mysteriously blown up. This act is being viewed as an act
of sabotage.

At present the U.S.-Russia tensions are at an all-time high.
The U.S. National Security Advisor Jake Sullivan speaking at
the NBC’s Meet the Press on Sunday, the 25th September,
made it clear that Russia would pay a high price if it made
good on veiled threats to use nuclear weapons in the conflict.
He said, “If Russia crosses this line there will be catastrophic
consequences for Russia. The United States will respond
decisively.”

TTTTTAIWANAIWANAIWANAIWANAIWAN-C-C-C-C-CHINAHINAHINAHINAHINA C C C C CONFRONTATIONONFRONTATIONONFRONTATIONONFRONTATIONONFRONTATION

The Taiwan-China escalation accelerated during August in
the wake of the visit of US House of Representatives Speaker,
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Nancy Pelosi, to Taiwan. Pelosi’s visit to Taiwan is the highest-
level visit by an American official to the Island in a quarter
century. She has been critical of  China on multiple fronts
over the decades, and even now visited ignoring multiple
warnings and threats from China that her plane will be shot
down. For China, the presence of  a senior American figure in
Taiwan would indicate some kind of  US support for Taiwan’s
independence, despite the fact that the US has maintained a
‘One China’ policy since the 1970s.

America stoutly responded to the Chinese threats by alerting
its Nuclear forces and sending 24 fighter planes to safeguard
Nancy Pelosi’s plane and also posted two of  its Naval Fleets
in the seas around Taiwan. China failed to carry out its threat
but in response to the visit, China launched a series of
aggressive military exercises aimed at Taiwan. They involved
live-fire drills, air sorties, naval deployments, and ballistic
missile launches. The live-fire drills were unprecedented in
recent history and took place in six zones that surrounded the
island’s busiest international waterways and aviation routes.
China announced an end to the exercises on 10 August, but
also stated that regular “patrols” would be launched in the
Taiwan Strait.

The exercises, for a brief  time, raised the specter of  a
looming war, ahead of  China’s 20th Party Congress in October,
where Xi hopes to strengthen his stranglehold over power.
Taiwan also responded with its own set of  strong military
exercises, involving live-fire drills. In a further escalation,
another set of US lawmakers from a House Committee also
landed in Taiwan sometime after Pelosi’s visit. The US
government has also approved USD 1.1 billion in weaponry
to Taiwan. The proposed deal includes a radar system to track
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incoming strikes and anti-ship and anti-air missiles. Further,
the US Senate foreign relations committee also passed a bill to
provide $6.5bn to fund weapons and other support for Taiwan.

The entire escalation sent jitters through the Indo-Pacific
region, threatening the security of the countries in the region.

DDDDDISENGAGEMENTISENGAGEMENTISENGAGEMENTISENGAGEMENTISENGAGEMENT     ATATATATAT     THETHETHETHETHE LAC LAC LAC LAC LAC

In a significant development, India and China have
disengaged completely at the LAC. The last of  friction points
– Patrolling Point 15 at the Hot Springs – was resolved. Thus,
the advancements made as a result of the Galwan border clash
of 2020 have been retracted. With the latest withdrawal of
troops from Patrolling Point (PP) 15 in the Gogra-Hot Springs
area, buffer zones have now been established by the two sides
in five locations, including in Galwan Valley, north and south
of  Pangong Lake, and at PP17A in Gogra.

The arrangements in the four earlier established buffer zones
have so far helped keep the peace over the past two years. No
patrolling is to be undertaken by either side in the buffer zones,
which have been established on territory claimed by both India
and China. The latest disengagement came just three days before
Prime Minister Narendra Modi and Chinese President Xi Jinping
were to attend the Shanghai Cooperation Organisation (SCO)
Summit in Uzbekistan. The two leaders have not directly spoken
in more than two-and-a-half-years and they have also not met
at the sidelines of the SCO summit, where PM Modi held
bilateral talks with Russia, Iran, Turkey and Uzbekistan.

However, border issues at the LAC continue to fester. In
particular – two areas, Depsang plains and Demchok – are still
under confrontation with advanced Chinese incursions in these
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areas. China has neither agreed to resolve stand-offs in Demchok
and Depsang, suggesting they pre-dated the current tensions,
nor shown any intent to de-escalate, instead continuing to build
forward infrastructure aimed at permanently housing a large
number of  troops closer to the LAC.

VVVVVICEICEICEICEICE-P-P-P-P-PRESIDENTIALRESIDENTIALRESIDENTIALRESIDENTIALRESIDENTIAL E E E E ELECTIONSLECTIONSLECTIONSLECTIONSLECTIONS

The elections for the 14th vice president of India saw the
victory of  BJP candidate and former West Bengal Governor,
Jagdeep Dhankar. He defeated the Opposition candidate,
Margaret Alva, by 528 votes.

SCO SSCO SSCO SSCO SSCO SUMMITUMMITUMMITUMMITUMMIT     ATATATATAT S S S S SAMARKANDAMARKANDAMARKANDAMARKANDAMARKAND

The recently concluded summit of Shanghai Cooperation
Organization (SCO) at Samarkand, Uzbekistan was significant
for many reasons. The world was keenly watching the summit
as this was the first in-person SCO plurilateral summit after
COVID19 pandemic. The summit was influenced by the
backdrop of  the following events.

First, the Russia-Ukraine war and the Ukrainian counter-
offensive had considerably dented Putin’s authority at the
summit. The world was keenly watching how countries would
react to Russia at the event, in particular a large and powerful
democracy (also, a strategic partner of  the western countries)
like India, and a powerful country like China.

India’s PM Modi, in his opening remarks to Putin, did not
mince words in denouncing the war. His opening remarks to
Putin that the present era is ‘not an era of war’ gained wide
attention at the global level and was seen as a signal of  India’s
discomfort with the Russian prolongation of the invasion, and
a public reprimand to Russia.
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China, similarly, maintained its position that the war should
cease and dialogue was the way forward. Indeed, in a significant
development, the Chinese premier, Xi Jingping, first visited
Kazakhstan prior to entering Samarkand, where he said that,
“No matter how the international situation changes, we will
continue to resolutely support Kazakhstan in protecting its
independence, sovereignty and territorial integrity.” The
statement is clearly a warning to Russia that Kazakhstan has
China’s full backing, since Kazakhstan has been spooked by
Russia’s invasion of  Ukraine. China’s warning is a message to
Russia to never even try to attempt in Central Asia what it did
in Ukraine. China has significant interests, investments as well
as security alliances in the region. Its expanding role in the
region has marginalized Russia, and shows that Sino-Russian
friendship is based on a union of convenience and power, and
has nothing stronger to ground it.

Other member-states of the SCO are similarly placed. Most
of  them are uncomfortable with Russia’s war against Ukraine.
Being former Soviet republics, they feel threatened by the
Russian actions. The Russian announcement of  unilateral
referendums in occupied territories of Ukraine, in particular,
has shaken the Central Asian republics, with Kazakhstan
announcing that it refuses to recognize such arbitrary
referendums.

Second, the strained relations between India and China at
the LAC set an awkward background to the SCO. Interestingly,
it was just before the summit that the LAC stand-off  between
the two countries was resolved. However, despite this, the
bilateral meeting of PM Modi with Chinese premier, Xi
Jingping, could not get through.
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Third, from India’s perspective, the meetings on the sidelines
were more important than the formal SCO outcome. India
held four bilateral meetings on the sidelines of the SCO
summit, including with Iran, Russia, Turkey and Uzbekistan.
In terms of  the main outcome, many of  India’s concerns
including those on terrorism, and denial of transit rights to
member states and others were included. India also succeeded
in getting Varanasi (Kashi) in Uttar Pradesh declared as the
first ever SCO tourist and cultural capital for the year 2022-23.

TTTTTHEHEHEHEHE D D D D DELHIELHIELHIELHIELHI L L L L LIQUORIQUORIQUORIQUORIQUOR S S S S SCAMCAMCAMCAMCAM

The Delhi liquor scam has created ripples across the
country and badly exposed the Aam Admi Party (AAP). The
liquor scam was exposed in July this year when Delhi Chief
Secretary Naresh Kumar found irregularities and procedural
lapses in the new liquor policy implemented by the Delhi govt
last year.

The new liquor policy of Delhi was floated in 2020 and
implemented in November 2021, which brought several changes
to the way alcoholic drinks are sold in the city. The policy
marked the exit of the government from selling liquor, handing
over the operations to private retailers. Delhi was divided into
32 zones and each zone had 27 liquor vends, which means
each municipal ward had 2-3 vends.

The new policy allowed home delivery, opening of  shops
till 3 AM, and allowed sellers to offer unlimited discounts.
However, in the audit of the files related to the policy it was
found that undue benefits were extended to private parties,
causing loss to the govt exchequer. Deputy CM of  Delhi
Manish Sisodia was pulled into the matter as excise is one
among the 19 portfolios held by him. Subsequently, a CBI
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probe was ordered into the matter by Delhi Lt. Governor. As
soon as the probe was ordered, the Delhi govt announced the
decision to scrap the new liquor policy and revert to the old
one. The CBI conducted raids on Manish Sisodia, excise officials
and private beneficiaries of the new liquor policy and prepared
chargesheets against at least 15 people, including Sisodia. In
recent days, CBI made the first arrest in the case by arresting
businessman, Vijay Nair, who is also a close aide of Sisodia.
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The communal violence in Leicester, UK that erupted in
mid-September reflects how Britain is increasingly becoming
susceptible to the expanding tentacles of Islamic radicalism.
The violence erupted between the Hindu and Muslim
communities in Leicester, initially over the issue of an India-
Pakistan cricket match played on August 28th. The precise
sequence of events leading up to the violence is not clear, as
many contrasting sets of  reportage, mixed with misinformed,
has ignited a blame game.

However, it has been reported that a group of Indians
celebrating India’s victory in the match was attacked by
disgruntled Pakistani Muslims. The latter, in turn, were thrashed
by Indians, leading to further series of  incidents which took
the form of  Hindu-Muslim religious violence. On September
4th, a group of Muslim boys attacked some Hindu boys going
to Ganesh Puja. As per reports, for about a fortnight or so
post the September 4th incident, people walking on the streets
were stopped and asked about their religion. If they turned
out to be Hindu, they were harassed. As a result, for some
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days, initially Hindus were living in fear – mob lynching by
Muslims was a real possibility.

However, things changed on September 17th when Hindus
began to organize themselves. Around 200 Hindus took to the
streets on September 17th in protests against the violence against
the community. The Muslim contingent was present as well.
Both groups confronted each other outside Shivalaya Mandir
on Belgrave road, Leicester. The temple flags were then burnt
by the Muslim side and a window was heavily damaged.

This act of temple vandalism by the Muslims was noted
and condemned across the spectrum, with the reverberations
reaching India. While the local police has been able to control
the violence, it has kept flaring up every now and then.
Subsequently, the Indian Ministry of  External Affairs took up
the issue and stated that India will not stand for attacks against
the Indian community and the Hindus living in the UK. After
this statement, the local police in Leicester swung into further
action and there was mass detention of around 47 potential
culprits, mostly Muslims. After Leicester, the Hindu-Muslim
tensions had even spread to other English regions, like
Birmingham, Nottingham and Smethwick, but no major incident
took place.

The entire episode shows that we are now witnessing the
rise of Islamic fundamentalism showing its undeniable colours
which even the so-called secular lobby finds hard to defend.
While in the case of the UK violence, much of the biased
western media attempted to give misplaced accounts painting
Hindus on the wrong side, the eruption of  yet another instance
of  Islamic terrorism became globalized simultaneously. The
death of Kurdish-Iranian woman, Mahsa Amini, at the hands
of  Iran’s ‘morality police’ with three days of  her detention –
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due to torture and beatings – has led to global and Iranian
Muslim women outrage against the Iranian regime. Amini was
arrested simply because few strands of her hair was visible
out of  her burkha – an Islamic women attire compulsory in
several Muslim countries, including Iran.

Her death sparked widespread protests led by the Iranian
women against the regime. While initially the protests were
limited to this particular issue, later they took on an even bolder
hue with women across Iran publicly throwing away their
headscarves or burning them on a pyre, and even cutting their
hair. At least more than 41 protestors and police have died in
these protests as a result of the shootings by the Iranian
authorities desperate to control the protests. However, the
more the state tries to repress these women, the more
vociferously the protests are spreading. Presently, the protests
have reached a stage involving Iranian youth – both men and
women – now demanding a “revolution” against the state.
Chants of slogans like “death to the dictator” rend the air in
Iran.

Whether these protestors are truly able to dislodge the
regime as they want to – without any external resources and
support – is difficult to say. But the sheer assertion of  will by
the women and youth is unprecedented in the Islamic state.
The significance of the protests lies in the fact that they are
now inspiring millions of Muslim women across the globe.
Soon after Iran, the protests have spread to the neighbouring
Afghanistan, where the Afghan women have taken to the street
to express solidarity with their Iranian counter-parts and protest
against the terrorist Taliban regime. In Syria, the Kurdish women
are also protesting against the events in Iran leading to the
death of Amini.
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In all these developments, the western intellectuals are
conspicuous by their silence. Having supported the Muslim
lobby for decades – and indeed, been actively complicit in
furthering the Muslim culture of oppression against their
women, in the name of secularism – the western intellectuals
have nothing to say. Same is the case with Indian intellectuals
who have maliciously supported the wearing of hijab and burkha
as freedom of  choice, although in India’s West Bengal women
activists led a protest against the killing of Amini.

BBBBBANANANANAN     ONONONONON PFI PFI PFI PFI PFI

The Indian government, over the last few days, conducted
a series of  country-wide raids against the Islamic militant outfit,
Popular Front of  India (PFI), and its political arm, the Social
Democratic Party of  India (SDPI). After the evidence recovered
from these raids and based on PFI’s terrorist activities across
the country, the government has now banned it as an ‘unlawful
association.’

The chargesheet by the National Investigation Agency (NIA)
reveals the extent of  PFI’s terror activities over the years. The
outfit was formed in 2006 during the time of  the UPA
government and has operated mainly from Kerala. It came into
limelight for chopping off the hand of a Christian Professor in
Kerala for the latter’s alleged ‘blasphemy.’ It has since been an
antagonist of  Kerala Christians for promoting ‘Love Jihad.’ Even
then – and despite years of adverse intelligence inputs by
Kerala intelligence agencies – successive “secular”
governments have allowed the PFI to virtually thrive and
flourish without any compunction.

In recent times, the outfit has become a familiar name across
India. It was involved in murders of RSS people in Kerala and
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Maharashtra and in fomenting protests and riots, like the Delhi
Riots of  2020, anti-Hindu Bengaluru violence in 2020, the anti-
CAA protests etc. More stunningly, it has effortlessly – over
the past one-two years – expanded and held huge public rallies
with green flags across Opposition-ruled states like Rajasthan,
West Bengal and Telangana.

Initially, the Central government allowed the PFI to expand
and indeed expose itself. Once it became established and
famous for its credentials of fomenting Islamic terrorism, the
government swung into action. In the interim period, the
intelligence agencies got the opportunity to map its footprint
and keep it on radar, and allow it to be exposed to the Indian
public.

In the raids, a huge trove of  incriminating evidence was
recovered. This includes documents on ‘Mission 2047’ to
Islamize India, huge amounts of  money, videos related to ISIS,
and Gajwa-e-Hind, IED explosives, communication devices
etc. Its links to foreign terrorist Muslim outfits as well as funding
from Turkish and Pakistani NGOs was also revealed. It had a
huge trove of  information for assassination of  RSS targets. It
was also revealed that many of its members worked as
intellectuals, lecturers and government employees to spread
Islam and for intelligence-gathering purposes. Many of  them
were revealed to have even infiltrated the RSS’s ground level
Muslim cadre.

The blowing up of the entire scandal comes as a wake-up
call to the country and especially its majority community who
are already a target of  a demographic invasion by the Muslims.
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“The future of the earth depends on a
change of  consciousness.

The only hope for the future is in a change
of  man’s consciousness and the change is
bound to come.

But it is left to men to decide if they will
collaborate for this change or if it will have to
be enforced upon them by the power of
crashing circumstances.

So, wake up and collaborate!

Blessings.” (CWM 15: 60)


